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Posts and pins

Side-stepping post and core mistakes

Peter Wagon of Associated Laboratories Ltd outlines some of the areas related to posts and cores
that cause technicians the most headaches
The humble post and core,
hidden under crowns and
bridges for all its life, has the
power to ruin technician’s,
dentist’s and patient’s days by
causing restorations to fail and
forcing re-impressions.
But this needn’t be the case
if the technicians and dentists
communicate and understand
each other’s needs. Technicians
like to work on post and cores;
they give us a degree of control
over the space available for our
porcelain and the positioning of
the core so we can then create
our art.

What can go wrong?
Our first bête noire is the thin,
fragile supra-gingival tooth
wall. These are fantastically
difficult to cast a successful
model around and, judging by
what we see in the laboratory
every week, it is no easier to
take impressions. They increase
the surface area by 50% where
the post has to fit perfectly
and remove the technician’s
68

options for positioning the
core. If the post hole is deep
enough to give sufficient
retention these walls seem
pointless to us, especially when
we have to ring for a
re-impression because drags
make casting a decent working
model impossible. We are
invariably told: ‘Don’t worry
about that, I’ll just whip it off
when fitting the post’! When
the dentist feels that a supragingival wall is a necessity, we
have found that direct post and
cores, where the dentist uses
para-posts and soft wax to
make the post in the mouth
and then sends it us to cast and
finish, give the best results.
Next we have the ‘phantom
post’ and the ‘moveable feast’.
The phantom post looks great,
but on closer examination the
end of the post is unsupported
by impression material; this will
be compressed by die stone
when the model is cast and
compromise the fit of the post.
The moveable feast is a

variation of the same theme.
There is support to the tip of
the post, maybe part of a paper
clip or a straightened staple, but
insufficient support in the
impression, meaning that the
slightest pressure will move it,
changing the angle of both the
post and core, and the crown
on top of it. Try to think about
the impression’s journey from
your surgery to the model
maker’s bench and pack delicate
cases carefully so that they
arrive at the lab as pristine and
perfect as when you took them
from the patient’s mouth.
Lastly we have the serrated
para-post. There are two types.
The first is the technician’s
friend – it comes in an X-ray
envelope stapled to the front of
the lab docket. They give us a
good base to wax the core onto
and the dentist excellent fit and
retention. The second type, the
nightmare, comes in the
impression, naked and proud
without a cover of impression
material. If these are missed by

the model worker, the poor
gold technician will have the
thankless task of trying to tease,
cajole and coax the post from
the model where the para-post’s
little teeth are doing their job,
holding it limpet-like deep in
the diestone. Ninety-nine per
cent of the time this leads to
frustration, colourful language
and the dreaded call for a
re-impression.
This might seem like so
much moaning and whinging
but most problems can be
side-stepped if you can build
a good rapport with your lab
and have regular contact with
the technicians working on
your cases.

Peter can be contacted at
Associated Laboratories
Ltd, Day Lewis House, 324
Bensham Lane, Croydon,
Surrey CR7 7EQ, England;
tel: +44 (0) 20 8689 2905;
email: Allden@aol.com.
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